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Abstract:

Whenever small mobile devices with low bandwidth connections to a server execute transactions on common XML data, then efficient data exchange between client and server is a key problem to be solved. However, a solution should also consider client-side cache management for the XML data, synchronization of concurrent access to the XML data, and lost connections during transaction execution. In order to reduce data exchange between client and server, our protocol reuses data stored in the client’s memory instead of reloading data into the client’s memory wherever possible. A key idea is that the server keeps a ‘living copy’ of the XML fragments in the client’s memory for efficient cache management. Furthermore, our protocol integrates well with a validation based scheduler in such a way that offline work and transaction completion after lost connections are supported. Finally, we present some optimizations that further reduce client-server communication.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Problem origin and motivation

There is a growing interest in XML as a data representation language and data exchange format for different web based enterprise applications. Whenever complex applications include small mobile devices in distributed transactions, then resources like communication bandwidth and available memory are known to be bottlenecks that make mobile transactions slow or even impossible.

Our work is motivated by a web-database application using mobile clients [2], that now shall be ported to small mobile devices, which communicate via low bandwidth connections with a server. Within our application, several client transactions read or modify (their local copy of) a virtual XML document, which is stored on a server.

Our approach optimizes the data communication between client and server needed to support client transactions, i.e. to keep the client’s copy of the server’s XML document up to date.

1.2. Relation to other work and our focus

Our work is related to contributions in different fields ranging from XML databases, over cache management in distributed databases and transaction management for mobile devices, and focuses on optimization of client-server communication over low bandwidth connections.
Recently there has been much research in the area of XML databases, e.g. [8,17], with an increasing interest in query optimization for XML data (e.g. [13]) and efficient storage of XML data (e.g. [11]). While other contributions on cache management and query optimization assume, that there is a fixed and fast connection from the main memory used by the client application to the XML database, we focus on special optimizations needed for small bandwidth connections between a client application and a server side XML document.

Additionally, many contributions have proposed ideas for cache management in distributed DBMS, e.g. [4,7,12]. While these contributions integrate the cache in the query processing environment by caching the results of queries, other contributions improve cache management by the storage of deltas, e.g. for OODBMS [6] and for XML [14]. Common to the last approach, we compute deltas, however, we compute delta XML fragments on the server side and our focus is to restrict the communication between server and client to the exchange of delta XML fragments.

Furthermore, mobile transactions are considered to be an additional challenge due to limited bandwidth and frequent disconnection [16,21]. Compatible to related contributions on mobile transactions (e.g. [3,5]), we assume an optimistic approach to transaction synchronization. However additionally, we integrate optimized cache management with validation.

Finally, while there has been much excellent work on scaling up XML database technology to large databases, our work can be characterized as downsizing database technology, which is considered to be very important but quite difficult [1,9]. But different from other work that downsizes database technology, e.g. [10,15,18], we ”downsize” the exchange of XML fragments which leads to different requirements.

Different from all other contributions, we focus on cache management and reduced client-server data exchange tailored to the specific needs of XML databases which are accessed from mobile clients via small bandwidth connections.

2. Underlying concepts and problem description

We offer two possible ways for clients in our transaction approach to access fragments of an XML document stored on a server: direct requests use XPath [20] expressions to access XML fragments, whereas indirect requests are transparently initiated by calling DOM (document object model) [19] methods of our client API. We summarize the underlying techniques (XPath, DOM) used for these requests, before we describe the problem.

2.1 Direct requests use XPath

As mentioned, XPath, the query language of XML, is used to describe which fragment of the server-side document shall be transferred to the client’s memory. A read operation, e.g.:

```xml
    doc.read( */BookingService/Connections/Connect[ @id=’3’ ]/* ” )
```

has as argument an XPath expression that describes a set of nodes of the underlying XML document. The path `*/BookingService/Connections/Connect` starts at the root `’/’` of the XML document and uses the child axe, i.e. it identifies ‘Connect’ elements under ‘Connections’ elements under a ‘BookingService’ element. The predicate filter `[ @id=’3’ ]` restricts the set of selected ‘Connect’ nodes to the node with the attribute ‘id’ set to the value of ‘3’. Finally, `”/*”` expresses that the node(s) selected by `*/BookingService/Connections/Connect[ @id=’3’ ]` together with all descendent nodes are included in the request.
XPath expressions are used to communicate, log, and analyze not only the client’s read operations, but also for the client’s write operations (e.g. in the context of transaction validation), i.e. all XML fragments read or written by clients are described by XPath expressions on the server side.

In the context of transaction synchronization, we forbid XPath expressions that proceed through the preceding and next sibling axes and exclude predicate filters containing position predicates (like accessing the 3rd element) [3].

### 2.2. Indirect access through the DOM interface

In addition to direct requests based on XPath, we offer the access through a mobile DOM interface (MDOMn). This interface supports the main methods of the DOM [19] like reading or writing node values, appending or deleting nodes, and navigating on the document object model using inter-child and parent-child relations. Because we focus on data exchange, we report and set node names as defined\(^1\) for the document, but we do not differ between node-types of the DOM (like attribute, element, or comment), and we leave the document validation to the server.

### 2.3 Problem description

Within our application scenario, several clients share access to a virtual XML document, i.e., the client’s view on the data source is the complete XML document no matter what is the real representation on the server - and ignoring that the client only works on parts (fragments) of the XML document and concurrently with other clients. The virtual XML document is stored or made available on a server and XML fragments are transferred to clients, where they are read or modified. Clients are expected to use a DOM API for their access to an XML fragment and to use XPath expressions to preselect the XML fragments they want to access in a transactional context.

Our clients face two partially contrary main problems: First, since these clients use low bandwidth connections to a server, data exchange shall be reduced to a minimum. Second, efficient use of the client’s memory is a key requirement, because the client’s data memory may be too small for the data needed for client applications.

More specific, we expect that most but not all of the client operations access rather small XML fragments that fit into the client’s memory. We further expect that a considerable part of a single client’s transaction use the same (personal) subset of the XML data again and again. For these transactions, it makes sense, to reuse data already stored in the client’s memory wherever possible, even across the boundaries of a single transaction. Therefore, our focus is to optimize memory management of DOM applications running on small internet devices not only beyond the boundaries of a single operation, but also beyond the boundaries of a single transaction.

Since clients are mobile, they may loose their connection to the server, but transactions should get the opportunity to complete after the connection is reestablished in order to be as smart on resources as possible. Furthermore, each transaction involves only a single client (and the server) and each client runs at most one transaction at a time. While synchronization of such concurrent transactions can be done on the server as described e.g. in [3], here we discuss, the transaction’s benefit of reused data from previous transactions left in the client’s memory.

---

\(^1\) E.g. defined by a server side DTD or XML schema
3. Overview and key concepts

In this section, we outline MDOM, a mobile client’s DOM interface which allows the client to interact with a server side XML document concurrently with other clients. Our approach allows the client to operate on arbitrary parts of a DOM of the server’s XML document, while data loading form the server to the client and transaction management are performed by our protocol transparently to the client application. The presented protocol uses available client memory to cache data and optimizes data exchange between client and server. For this purpose, our approach extends the server-side XML database system with server-side memory areas for each client, where the server keeps an identical physical copy of each client’s data memory and logical representations of each client’s transactional operations. In Section 4, we discuss the displacement strategy used on both, the client’s memory and the server’s copy, and the achievable communication reduction. Section 5 presents the transaction management adapted to the needs of our mobile clients. We end up with Summary and Conclusions in chapter 6.

3.1 The data structure for MDOM

As mentioned in Section 2.2, we implement our approach as a small mobile-client DOM API (MDOM), that accesses a server side XML document in a transactional context. We reserve a fixed amount of the client’s memory (called the client’s cache) at application initiation time and use it for the storage of the XML fragment the client is currently working on. The cache size usually differs from client to client (it may be e.g. 256 KB) and often represents the client’s maximum available (data-) memory, i.e. that part of the client’s memory that is not needed for application program code, etc..

The MDOM data structure consists of a pointer connected tree\(^2\) that represents the XML fragment of accessed data and associated inter-connected access time stamps which are used for displacement. When a client accesses the DOM tree, it is transparent to the client application, whether data is already available in the client’s cache or it has to be downloaded from the server when a node-object is accessed. The API achieves this transparency by using additional pointers to indicate whether all neighbors of a node are available in the cache or not.

3.2 Our client-server communication protocol

Our protocol supports two main strategies for clients to access data. As introduced for read operations in chapter 2, we call these strategies direct and indirect. Whereas an indirect request initiated through the MDOM is possible for all operations (read, update, insert, delete) on the virtual XML document, direct requests are only supported for read and delete operations.

Direct requests use XPath expressions to identify the fragment the operation accesses. For example, a direct read access of the client transfers an XPath expression to the server, where the corresponding XML fragment is extracted from the virtual XML document. Only those parts of the fragment that are not yet stored in the client’s cache are transferred to the client in order to save communication bandwidth. When the data is stored in the client’s cache, the client can use MDOM operations in order to navigate within the retrieved fragments or to initiate any indirect request. - For the delete operation, it is

\(^2\) Within our implementation, each node object is represented by 10 pointers, the data value and a time stamp. When each pointer, time stamp and decision criteria consumes 4 byte and each data value consumes 32 byte, we need 80 bytes/node, i.e. we can store 3200 nodes in 256 KB cache.
sufficient to send the XPath expression to the server, because the XML fragment to be deleted can be extracted from the server’s cache copy. Both, read and delete operations have in common that they are often applied to fragments and that the fragment itself is the only parameter that can be represented as a short (XPath) expression. This makes a direct request the best choice for fragment based read and delete operations.

On the other hand, indirect requests are used by iterated read, insert, update or delete operations on single nodes. Here, the strategy is to only transfer the physical data fragments that have been changed back to the server. In the case of individual insert and update operations, transferring the new values for inserted or updated data is an optimum w.r.t. the amount of data that must be transferred\(^3\), because the new data has to be exchanged anyway.

The server’s response to a client’s indirect write request or the direct delete request is a simple acknowledgement to synchronize the protocol if the request was well formed and no constraints where violated. Otherwise, the server refuses the write operation and repairs inconsistent data.

The protocol can follow different strategies (heuristics) to respond to indirect read or write requests. One strategy, optimizing the low bandwidth bottle-neck, is that the server returns each accessed node immediately and the client sends written data for each operation immediately. Other strategies allow the server or the client to send fragments containing multiple nodes for read operations at once or data of multiple write operations at once. Notice that strategy may depend on different optimization goals like: small bandwidth or minimal online time.

### 3.3 The server’s copy of the client’s cache

One of our key ideas is to hold an identical physical copy of the client’s cache on the server (called the server’s cache copy) and to duplicate the client’s operations on it. This is possible because any operation of the client changing the cache is communicated from the client to the server and because we use an identical prearranged displacement strategy\(^4\) and an identical fixed prearranged cache size for both, the client’s cache and the server’s cache copy. Therefore, the server’s cache copy is able to displace data exact the same way the client cache does without any additional client-server interaction. Because keeping the server’s cache copy up do date doesn’t involve any additional communication, its costs are only server memory and CPU time. Since the client’s memory is rather small, the server’s load on memory resources and CPU time to keep track of the client’s operations is acceptable in our application\(^5\). As we’ll see in chapter 4 the server uses its cache copy to optimize the data communication with the client.

### 4. Efficient memory management

Small bandwidth for the communication between client and server requires to avoid unnecessary exchange of large XML fragments or to exchange the same data repeatedly. Instead, reduced data exchange containing only client requests and cache modifications (on client or server) is preferred. Therefore, still available client side data belonging to older and actual transactions should be reused whenever possible.

---

\(^3\) We focus on single data updates here and do not discuss mass updates that could be done by stored procedures.

\(^4\) e.g. LRU or FIFO, limitations are discussed later.

\(^5\) e.g. this would be one displacement-step per client interaction and 256 Mbytes of memory for 1000 clients
4.1 Flexible displacement strategy

As mentioned, the basic idea in order to reduce the data exchange between client and server is, that client and server have identical copies of the client’s cache and use local, identical, and independent displacement strategies for their copy. Note that we do not require the client and the server to use a specific displacement strategy (e.g. LRU or FIFO), but we only require that they use an identical strategy during a transaction. In fact, the client can even choose the displacement strategy from a set of predefined displacement strategies – depending on the application.

In principle, a displacement strategy has to obey the following rules:

1. Nodes not accessed in the actual transaction have to be displaced before nodes accessed in the actual transaction.
2. Only displace as much nodes as needed.
3. Displacement always starts at leaf nodes, i.e. it is not allowed to displace an inner node as long as its successor nodes are not displaced.
4. The displacement strategy has to obey locks.

4.2 Locks and override rules

Additionally, client and server are allowed to lock and unlock fragments of nodes in the cache. Such nodes are not allowed to be displaced. This override rule is used by the client-side MDOM<sub>client</sub> in order to prevent misleading pointers. Since the client side MDOM decides locally to lock (or unlock) a node, it informs the server of its new locks (or unlocks) together with the next client request. Similarly in the delta refresh scenario (as described in section 4.3), the server informs the client that some nodes are locked, i.e. can not be displaced.

Be aware that although locks have to be communicated and locks decrease the cache available for displacement, locks can be used to enhance the offline workability of a client, because the application can be sure that the needed data is not displaced and no further read request to the server is needed for this fragment. As we will see in the delta refresh scenario described in section 4.3 a temporary lock initiated by the server is needed for a proper working protocol.

4.3 The benefit of caching former operations’ data

The goal of caching former operations’ data is to reuse the data instead of reloading it wherever possible. First, read operations are performed locally (we will call this zero refresh scenario) whenever the client knows, that it has already read all the required data in the same transaction. If not, the client contacts the server.

Whenever a read or insert request is initiated by a mobile client, the limited capacity of the cache may require data replacement which leads to two additional scenarios which we call the delta refresh and the overflow scenario. Whereas update requests only affect time stamps and data values, they do not displace any nodes but should increase the chance of the updated notes to stay in the cache. A delete request of the client only releases memory that can be used by data of the next operation.

**Zero refresh scenario**

As mentioned before, the client cache associates access time stamps with each stored node of the XML fragment, such that the client can compute whether the data has been loaded in the current transaction or in a previous transaction. In order to avoid unnecessary read requests for fragments that are completely in the client’s cache, the
client API first searches data in its local cache. If the needed fragment is completely in the client’s cache and has a time stamp that belongs to the current transaction, then no read request is submitted to the server. Note however, if the data found in the client’s cache has a time stamp that belongs to an older transaction or the client does not contain all data it needs in its cache, then the client asks the server for actual data.

**Delta refresh scenario**

What we expect to occur most often in this protocol is the *delta refresh scenario*. This scenario takes place whenever a client requests to read a fragment, a part of which is already stored in the client’s cache (called *existing fragment*). Then the server only has to send the missing data (called the *delta fragment*). If the server now would send the *delta fragment* without any additional information, then the displacement strategy used for server and client might displace some nodes of the *existing fragment* and the client’s processing might fail. To avoid this, the server applies the *delta fragment* first to the servers *cache set*, monitoring if any *existing fragment* nodes are effected. If an *existing fragment* node would be displaced, then the server overrides this by a lock on this node. All locks are collected and assembled to a temporary lock fragment representing a lock-fragment. This temporary lock fragment is sent to the client in the *delta update* response. The client now can follow the server’s steps by first locking the same nodes and thereafter applying the *delta fragment* to the cache. After that, the client automatically unlocks the temporary lock fragment (as the server does after sending the temporary lock fragment) and client and server have the same state in their caches again.

Note that the delta refresh scenario not only covers the situation that a previous query of the same transaction left actual data in the client’s cache, but also that data from a query of a previous transaction left valid data in the client’s cache.

If the client requests to read a fragment of the XML document and none of the fragment’s nodes is available in the clients cache, then obviously the complete fragment has to be transferred. Note that only in this special case the cache is no advantage or disadvantage w.r.t. the attempted reduction of client-server communication.

**4.4 Treatment of large results (the overflow scenario)**

Whenever the result to a single XPath query of the client will not fit into the client’s cache, there are several alternative ways to iterate over the query result.

A first approach is, that the server follows a heuristic to fill the client’s cache with data of the queried XML fragment that is expected to be used by the client’s application first. If the client application wants to access data of the requested fragment that is not available in the cache, then the MDOM API transparently loads it on demand (indirect load request). Such a heuristics can be driven by parameters provided by the client, e.g. a preferred access sequence (e.g. depth first traversal) and a preferred fragment size to be transferred at once. This allows an application to *implicitly* iterate over a fragment of any size without implementing any additional code that takes care of such a situation. The price for this advantage is that reload and displacement volume depends on whether or not the displacement and overflow heuristics are appropriate for the given application.

In the special case where it is known at design time of the client application which amount of data a single client operation will access, a second approach is to implement an *explicit* iterator. Explicit iterators are stored at the server side and optimizes data access for this query, such that the client application only has to pass a reference to the appropriate iterator with the query. Notice that the protocol is still able to fall back to indirect

---

6 A list of updated time stamps is sent to the server with the next communication step.
iteration (on each iteration fragment), if the client’s initiated cache size is too small for a whole explicitly defined iteration fragment. If more than one fragment has to be iterated, the available space in the client’s cache is computed and the server sends as many fragments as the client can hold in one communication step. After such a large iteration has been processed, the client cache will be used by the protocol and chosen replacement techniques as before. Since typical read operations in our applications currently use an XML fragment that is considerably smaller than the client’s cache, we consider the need for the management of large results to occur not so often.

4.5 Advantages of our memory management

The main goal of our approach is to allow for transactions on small mobile devices to access a server-side large XML document over a low bandwidth connection. Our approach reduces (the costs for) client-server communication in several ways. First, read operations are performed only locally (zero refresh scenario) whenever the client knows that it has read all the required data before and within the same transaction. Second, the delta update scenario reduces the size of returned fragments. Third, the ability of the client to use an XPath expression and to retrieve a larger XML fragment at once reduces the number of further client requests. Forth, the reuse of old transaction’s data still kept in the client’s cache instead of reloading the data is an additional advantage. Finally, since in the zero refresh scenario the protocol needs no server interaction, the client has the opportunity to work offline for a long time.

5. Transaction management

5.1. Integration of our approach with validation

As stated before, each client access to the XML document must be done in the context of a transaction. Like most transaction synchronization protocols for mobile clients [5,16], we use an optimistic approach to transaction synchronization on the server-side, because it is not acceptable to block XML fragments for a mobile client that may loose the connection to the server. Since our approach to optimistic transaction synchronization is described in [3], we do not outline it here, but instead mention the following advantages. Our approach to validation needs no extra communication between the client and the server - except that the client signals that it wants to commit a transaction, and the server informs the client about the commit status of this transaction. The reason is that for direct read or delete operations, our validation protocol [3] uses exactly the same XPath expression as communicated from the client to the server, i.e. validation applies them to modified XML fragments of older concurrent transactions. Furthermore, indirect read or write access can be translated on the server side to the corresponding XPath expression, i.e. this also needs no extra communication between client and server for the purpose of validation.

Note that this communication optimization for the purpose of validation is compatible with the reuse of data that was loaded by old transactions into the client’s cache for the following reason. Before old data in the client’s cache can be reused for a new XPath query, the client asks the server whether or not the data is still up to date (delta refresh scenario), i.e. submits the XPath expression to the server. This XPath expression is used in the validation phase, i.e. validation has to consider only the actual transaction’s XPath expressions (even if data exchange is reduced to those XML fragments that have changed from older transactions to the actual transaction).
5.2. Offline work and lost connections

Whenever the client uses an XPath expression that covers all the data it needs in a transaction and the corresponding XML fragment fits into the client’s cache, then the client needs no further communication with the server (zero refresh scenario) until the end of the transaction, i.e. it could work offline. Furthermore, when the client-server connection gets lost during transaction execution, the client can continue transaction execution as long as it has all needed data in its local cache. Thereafter, it has to wait until the connection is reestablished, and can continue its transaction. Finally, if the connection gets lost during a data exchange step between client and server, client and server can recover by repeating the data exchange operation during which the connection got lost.

5.3. Further advantages of our approach after a failing validation

If validation fails, the server sends an abort response to the client. After such an abort, the client can decide to redo the whole transaction. Especially for the frequent case of personal transactions that work only on a small (individually different) fragment of the XML document that fits in the client’s cache, we expect that most of the client’s cache will contain data that is still up to date. In such a case, submitting the same query as in the previous transaction will require that only a small part of the client’s cache has to be refreshed by the server, i.e. again we can reduce the data transfer between client and server. The same advantage holds, if a transaction has to be restarted, because it lost a connection.

6. Summary and Conclusions

A key requirement for transactions on small mobile devices with a low bandwidth server connection is to reduce (the costs for) data exchange and communication between client and server. Our approach contributes to this goal in two ways, i.e. by reusing cache data instead of reloading cache data, and by reducing the communication steps needed in order to check whether client and server cache are up to data.

In order to reuse the client’s cache data, we keep a server-side cache copy, that is used to compute those (smaller) delta fragments that are needed to update the client’s cache. We transfer only the delta fragments and avoid to reload existing fragments of the client’s cache.

In order to reduce communication steps between client and server, we have contributed the following ideas. First, using XPath expressions to read (or to delete) a larger fragment at once needs fewer data request and data transfer steps between client and server. Second, we use an identical replacement strategy in the client’s and the server’s cache that avoids extra communication steps to synchronize both caches, i.e. all information needed to synchronize the caches can be taken from the read or write operations that the client performs on the server-side XML document. Third, the zero refresh scenario avoids a server call, whenever the client finds all the required data in its cache and knows that the data has been read from the server (or written by a client operation) within the same transaction. Forth, transaction synchronization (in our case implemented by validation) needs no extra communication between client and server (except that the client asks the server to complete the current transaction and that the server responds with the commit status). Fifth, even in the case of a failed validation, our approach may profit from the data of the failed transaction that is kept in the client’s cache, whenever most of this data is still up to date and only a small delta refresh fragment is needed. Finally, our approach integrates well with lost connections.

We considered the presented approach to be a significant step towards new application areas which use XML on small mobile devices. Further research on optimized heuristics
for both, replacement and prefetching of XML fragments, with a focus either on small bandwidth connections or on minimized connect times, may be a challenging direction to extend our approach.
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